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      “I want to use Social Welfare Policy in a Changing World in my social policy courses as soon as possible! The authors do not artificially compartmentalize issues, such as housing instability, that are in practice deeply intertwined with issues like poverty, child welfare, and addiction. At the same time, they do not leave the reader in a sea of facts and figures. Instead, they offer vignettes and activities that demonstrate practical ways students can use their knowledge to affect change.”






  
          Linda Houser




              


    
      



 


 
      “The vignettes that start each chapter make the topics come alive. I also liked that each chapter ended with advocacy opportunities. This text connects practice with policy very effectively.”








  
          Vicki Lens, JD; Ph.D.




              


    
      



 


 
      This book is well outlined and laid out. I also appreciate the added resources for instructors.




  
          Professor Christian Mittring




              


    
      



 


 
      We have selected this as a supplemental text beginning with the Spring 2024 semester. There are many course changes that must be implemented to add this to the existing course. We are also awaiting the approval of our Curriculum Committee which is expected by the end of 2023. The text provides a wealth of information related to anti-racism, diversity, equity, and inclusion that we have not been able to locate in other texts. The text is clear, informative, and engaging.



  
          Dr Cassandra Leigh Scott




              


    
      



 


 
      I liked the book.  Very readable, goodinformation, very up to date.

i really like the Teacher's support, especially the videos.




  
          Donald Cooney




              


    
      



 


 
      The textbook is comprehensive in the coverage of multiple eras and types of policy.




  
          Stephen Broyles




              


    
      



 


 
      book is used by the university for the second policy class




  
          Ms Sharon Goldberg




              


    
      



 


 
      A more current and up to date textbook was needed and after reviewing this book, we decided this a good fit to assist students with understanding social welfare policy in everyday life.




  
          Dr Malinda Starr Hudson




              


    
      



 


 
      We wanted to try a new book this semester.




  
          Dr Cheri Holbrook




              


    
      



 


 
      Excellent resource to include in syllabus under suggested text.  Also, might use referenced information from the text.




  
          Mrs Barbara Gordon
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